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DNA  basics

• DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is a huge 
molecule made up of units called 
“nucleotides” strung together into a chain.

• There are 4 different nucleotides with different 
shapes;  we will call them by their abbreviated 
names:  A,  G,  C,  T

• In our cells, DNA consists of 2 side by side 
chains such that A on chain 1 pairs with T on 
the other chain, and  G pairs with C
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A, G, C, T

The 2 chains wind around each other, 

to form the “DNA double helix”. 

This diagram shows the shapes of the 

pairing nucleotide bases.

The bases are the parts that protrude 

inward like the rungs of a ladder
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DNA resides in the nucleus of the cell and 

contains the instructions (recipes) for 

making the thousands of products 

that cells need.  

Each recipe is a GENE.  

One of these genes is TAZ, which codes 

for a protein called taffazin.

Barth syndrome is caused by changes /  

variations in the TAZ gene that lead to a 

taffazin protein with altered function.
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TAZ gene basic structure

mRNA after intron removal
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 Tafazzin protein 

292 amino acids

In order to make the taffazin protein, 

TAZ DNA is first copied (“transcribed”) into 

mRNA that looks like the DNA.

The mRNA is then “spliced” to remove the

introns so that the “coding text” is continuous

and can be “translated” into protein

Only the exons contain the “coding” for taffazin
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The TAZ gene DNA is a very specific recipe:

the gene is made up of specific nucleotides

in a specific order.

Groups of 3 nucleotides form a word (codon)

in DNA and in the mRNA copy, specifying an 

amino acid of the TAZ protein.

Codons are just like words in the ingredient
list of a cooking recipe
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Genetic code 

Note that the “T” of DNA becomes “U” in mRNA
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The beginning of the TAZ gene (DNA) 

and its coded amino acids:

ATG CCT CTG CAC GTG AAG TGG CCG TTC CCC ...

met  pro    leu    his    val    lys     trp    pro   phe   pro  ...

The beginning of the TAZ mRNA:

AUG CCU CUG CAC GUG AAG UGG CCG UUC CCC ...

met   pro    leu    his    val    lys     trp     pro    phe   pro  ...
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There may be errors in a cooking recipe, like

substituting garlic powder instead of baking

powder – can you imagine the result ?

Or an important ingredient like yeast

is skipped

Or an ingredient that does not belong is added, 

like oregano to a banana bread recipe
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Similar errors can occur in DNA

1. Base substitutions are 1-letter typos  –

their effect depends on the location of the change:

Change within a codon can lead to

- no amino acid change (synonymous), or

- amino acid change in the protein, or

- generation of a termination signal

Change at or near the end of an exon can lead to

- incorrect mRNA splicing such that an exon

is skipped or an intron is retained
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1a. Single base change within a codon leading 

to amino acid substitution: 

CCG (coding for proline)

is changed to GCG (arginine)    

Notice the difference in size and shape of these 

amino acids: this may or may not affect the 

structure and function of the tafazzin protein
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1b. Single base change within a codon
leading to termination (STOP) signal:

TGG codes for Tryptophan

G changed to A = TGA, a termination signal.

Protein product will be truncated after this point



a) One or more bases may be deleted from DNA.

b) One or more bases may be inserted into DNA.

Consequence: reading frame is shifted

2a. Normal beginning of TAZ:

ATG CCT CTG CAC GTG AAG TGG CCG TTC CCC ...

met  pro    leu    his    val    lys     trp    pro   phe   pro  ..

After deletion of 1 base, reading frame is shifted 

and termination generated:

2. Deletions and insertions:
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ATG CTC TGC ACG TGA AGT GGC CGT TCC CC ...

met   leu   cys   thr   STOP
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Normal beginning of TAZ:

ATG CCT CTG CAC GTG AAG TGG CCG TTC CC ...

met  pro    leu    his    val    lys     trp    pro   phe pro ..

After inserting the letter in red: coding is changed:

ATG CCT CTG CAC TGT GAA GTG GCC GTT CCC C

met  pro    leu    his    cys   glu    val    ala    val    pro

2b. Insertion of one base:

2c) Large fragments of TAZ or even the entire 

gene may be deleted
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1c single base change at/near splice signal:

Special splice signals (green) at edges of exons.   

Example normal:

GCTTCTGGACCAgtgagtgggccca

EXON                        intron

g to a change abolishes signal

GCTTCTGGACCAatgagtgggccca

EXON                        intron

Example change in DNA:

Consequence:  exon skipped or intron retained



DNA changes used to be called

“mutations” and are now called “variants”

Both mutation and variant mean “a change”,

but “mutation” has a negative connotation in 

common parlance. 

Recent sequencing of the DNA of many 

thousands of people has shown that our DNA is 

loaded with variants, yet we are 

all walking around and are mostly healthy

The term variant is used now because we have

learned that not all changes are deleterious.
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A deleterious change is a pathogenic variant.

A benign variant is one that allows function.

And then there are “variants of unknown 

significance” (VUS), that are found in a gene 

and you don’t know if they affect function.

How is it decided if a variant is pathogenic 

or benign?
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The diagnostic begins with “sequencing” the gene. 

This is a raw result (chromatogram) that comes 

from the “sequencer”

The computer also generates a text version 

with just the sequence that you see above 

the color peaks

First, how are variants found?
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The patient’s DNA sequence is compared to the

normal reference sequence using a computer 

program.

If there is a difference, determine 

location in exon or intron.

Does the variant change the coding?

Or may it affect the splicing?
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... now comes VARIANT ASSESSMENT --

often not so easy!
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VARIANT ASSESSMENT

There are national guidelines to help with 

assessment (on next slide).

A variety of analysis algorithms are used, 

some of which classify the variant as benign, 

likely benign, likely pathogenic, pathogenic, or

unknown significance.

Depending on the variant, they may not

all agree with each other.

A computer-generated “opinion” can only

“suggest” -- the classification must be 

supported by specific patient information.
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So, lab personnel will review the results of the 

analysis and ask questions:

Is there information about population 

frequency of the variant?

If population frequency is high, more than 5%, 

the variant is considered “likely benign” or 

“benign”  -- that is a fast and easy one,

and we all carry many such variants.
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The clinical and family history information about 

the patient are VERY important:  

• does the presentation support the clinical 

diagnosis of Barth syndrome?  

• Is there a suggestive family history of male 

infant deaths?  

• A pedigree showing inheritance thru females 

and showing multiple affected males?

This information is most often missing 

or scant because little or no information 

is given to the lab on the submission form, 

even when it is requested.
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Has a similar variant been published in the 

literature?

Or are similar variants already in genomic 

databases?  Note that genomic databases

usually include frequency of the variant

This information is included in the patient’s 

report along with the published classification
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Have “functional studies” been described in 

the literature?  

A study of the gene product activity can 

tell us either that the variant does not reduce 

activity, therefore benign, 

or that it abolishes activity and is pathogenic

Every bit of information is assigned weight 

in order to include a classification in the 
report.
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Sometimes there is insufficient support

for either benign or pathogenic and this 

leads to the dreaded classification as 

Variant of Unknown Significance (VUS)

(the techs in the photo were dealing with a VUS)

In such cases, the lab may suggest a family

study to follow “segregation” of the variant 

and of the condition thru generations:  

If the variant is found in both affected 

and unaffected, it would be classified as 

“likely benign”.

If found only in affected, it would be

classified as “likely pathogenic”.
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Since the advent of diagnostic panels that

test dozens of genes related to DCM at once,

one reason for a VUS classification can

be the finding of an additional variant in 

another gene that causes a syndrome

with overlapping presentation.

In such a case, which variant “wins”?

Are both genes causing symptoms?

Does the patient have a “hybrid phenotype”?
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The future will bring us answers to 

these and other questions

THE  END
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